
Track Filename Description Keywords Duration
1 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Damped-Clapper sliding scratching 

x11_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav
Cowbell rectangular forged 13cm with damped voice ringing with clapper sliding producing 
scratching sound, 11 takes. Close Up XY

resonating metal bouncing 00:56.933

2 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Damped-Clapper sliding scratching 
x11_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 13cm with damped voice ringing with clapper sliding producing 
scratching sound, 11 takes. Field acoustics with resonating bouncing reverb. Distant ORTF

resonating metal bouncing 00:56.928

3 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Damped-Rattling Active bursts 
Jumping manner x10_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 13cm with damped voice rattling in active bursts mimicking an 
animal jumping, 10 takes. Close Up XY

active fast metal clanging, alarm bell, disturbed, 
nervous

00:29.290

4 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Damped-Rattling Active bursts 
Jumping manner x10_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 13cm with damped voice rattling in active bursts mimicking an 
animal jumping, 10 takes. Field acoustics with blooming reverb. Distant ORTF

active fast metal clanging, alarm bell, disturbed, 
nervous

00:29.287

5 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Damped-Rattling Continuous Active 
Running manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 13cm with damped voice rattling continuous active mimicking 
an animal running. Close Up XY

active fast metal clanging, alarm bell, persistent 00:50.378

6 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Damped-Rattling Continuous Active 
Running manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 13cm with damped voice rattling continuous active mimicking 
an animal running. Field acoustics with resonating pumping reverb. Distant ORTF

active fast metal clanging, alarm bell, persistent 00:50.375

7 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Damped-Rattling Very active bursts 
Jumping manner x10_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 13cm with damped voice rattling in very active bursts 
mimicking an animal jumping, 10 takes. Close Up XY

active fast metal clanging, alarm bell, disturbed, 
nervous, hysterical

00:33.695

8 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Damped-Rattling Very active bursts 
Jumping manner x10_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 13cm with damped voice rattling in very active bursts 
mimicking an animal jumping, 10 takes. Field acoustics with resonating reverb. Distant 
ORTF

active fast metal clanging, alarm bell, disturbed, 
nervous, hysterical

00:33.693

9 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Damped-Ringing Continuous 
Walking manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 13cm with damped voice ringing continuous mimicking an 
animal walking. Close Up XY

cheerful bell ringing 00:48.725

10 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Damped-Ringing Continuous 
Walking manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 13cm with damped voice ringing continuous mimicking an 
animal walking. Field acoustics with resonating reverb. Distant ORTF

cheerful bell ringing 00:48.720

11 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Damped-Ringing Short sequences 
Moderate x15_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 13cm with damped voice ringing moderate in short sequences, 
15 takes. Close Up XY

mystic bell calling, tubular bells 00:46.896

12 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Damped-Ringing Short sequences 
Moderate x15_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 13cm with damped voice ringing moderate in short sequences, 
15 takes. Field acoustics with breathy singing reverb. Distant ORTF

mystic bell calling, tubular bells 00:46.891

13 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Damped-Ringing Single double triple 
Gentle x36_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 13cm with damped voice ringing gentle in single, double and 
triple strokes with soft clapper squeaks, 36 takes. Close Up XY

lonely soft metal clanks, meditative 02:20.037

14 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Damped-Ringing Single double triple 
Gentle x36_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 13cm with damped voice ringing gentle in single, double and 
triple strokes with soft clapper squeaks, 36 takes. Field acoustics with blooming and 
bouncing reverb. Distant ORTF

lonely soft metal clanks, meditative 02:20.032

15 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Damped-Ringing Sporadic 
movement manner x8_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 13cm with damped voice ringing in irregular short sequences, 
mimicking an animal moving sporadically, 8 takes. Close Up XY

irregular bell metal strokes 00:22.522

16 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Damped-Ringing Sporadic 
movement manner x8_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 13cm with damped voice ringing in irregular short sequences, 
mimicking an animal moving sporadically, 8 takes. Field acoustics with bouncing reverb. 
Distant ORTF

irregular bell metal strokes 00:22.518

17 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Damped-Ringing Triple Gentle 
x13_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 13cm with damped voice ringing gentle in triple strokes with 
soft clapper squeaks, 13 takes. Close Up XY

lonely soft metal clanks, meditative 00:54.640

18 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Damped-Ringing Triple Gentle 
x13_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 13cm with damped voice ringing gentle in triple strokes with 
soft clapper squeaks, 13 takes. Field acoustics with blooming and bouncing reverb. Distant 
ORTF

lonely soft metal clanks, meditative 00:54.637

19 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Resonant-Ringing Clapper sliding 
scratching x7_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 11cm with resonant voice ringing with clapper sliding producing 
scratching sound, 7 takes. Close Up XY

resonating metal bouncing, dreamy 00:48.282

20 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Resonant-Ringing Clapper sliding 
scratching x7_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 11cm with resonant voice ringing with clapper sliding producing 
scratching sound, 7 takes. Field acoustics with breathy ethereal reverb. Distant ORTF

resonating metal bouncing, dreamy 00:48.279

21 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Resonant-Ringing Continuous Active 
Running manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 11cm with resonant voice ringing continuous active mimicking 
an animal running. Close Up XY

active fast metal clanging, alarm bell, hurry 00:49.674
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22 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Resonant-Ringing Continuous Active 
Running manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 11cm with resonant voice ringing continuous active mimicking 
an animal running. Field acoustics with resonating reverb. Distant ORTF

active fast metal clanging, alarm bell, hurry 00:49.671

23 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Resonant-Ringing Continuous 
Walking manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 11cm with resonant voice ringing continuous mimicking an 
animal walking. Close Up XY

cheerful bell ringing, holiday small church bells 00:48.816

24 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Resonant-Ringing Continuous 
Walking manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 11cm with resonant voice ringing continuous mimicking an 
animal walking. Field acoustics with bouncing reverb. Distant ORTF

cheerful bell ringing, holiday small church bells 00:48.813

25 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Resonant-Ringing Rattling Active 
bursts Jumping manner x9_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 11cm with resonant voice ringing rattling in active bursts 
mimicking an animal jumping, 9 takes. Close Up XY

cheerful bell ringing, delight 00:35.397

26 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Resonant-Ringing Rattling Active 
bursts Jumping manner x9_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 11cm with resonant voice ringing rattling in active bursts 
mimicking an animal jumping, 9 takes. Field acoustics with resonating and bouncing 
reverb. Distant ORTF

cheerful bell ringing, delight 00:35.396

27 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Resonant-Ringing Short sequences 
Melodic x11_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 11cm with resonant voice ringing in short melodic musical 
sequences, 11 takes. Close Up XY

metal clangs, ethereal, dreamy, melodic, musical, 
wind chimes, angelic

01:33.920

28 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Resonant-Ringing Short sequences 
Melodic x11_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 11cm with resonant voice ringing in short melodic musical 
sequences, 11 takes. Field acoustics with ethereal reverb. Distant ORTF

metal clangs, ethereal, dreamy, melodic, musical, 
wind chimes, angelic

01:33.915

29 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Resonant-Ringing Single double 
triple Gentle x22_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 11cm with resonant voice ringing gentle in single, double and 
triple strokes with soft clapper squeaks, 22 takes. Close Up XY

lonely soft metal clanks, meditative, dreamy 01:40.245

30 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Resonant-Ringing Single double 
triple Gentle x22_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 11cm with resonant voice ringing gentle in single, double and 
triple strokes with soft clapper squeaks, 22 takes. Field acoustics with echo and blooming 
and bouncing reverb. Distant ORTF

lonely soft metal clanks, meditative, dreamy 01:40.242

31 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Resonant-Ringing Sporadic 
movement manner x20_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 11cm with resonant voice ringing in irregular short sequences, 
mimicking an animal moving sporadically, 20 takes. Close Up XY

soft metal clanks, meditative, dreamy 01:04.277

32 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Resonant-Ringing Sporadic 
movement manner x20_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 11cm with resonant voice ringing in irregular short sequences, 
mimicking an animal moving sporadically, 20 takes. Field acoustics with resonating 
reverb. Distant ORTF

soft metal clanks, meditative, dreamy 01:04.275

33 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Resonant-Ringing Triple 
x16_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 11cm with resonant voice ringing gentle in triple strokes with 
soft clapper squeaks, 16 takes. Close Up XY

lonely soft metal clanks, meditative, dreamy 01:07.152

34 BELLAnml_Cowbell Rectangular Forged Resonant-Ringing Triple 
x16_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Cowbell rectangular forged 11cm with resonant voice ringing gentle in triple strokes with 
soft clapper squeaks, 16 takes. Field acoustics with blooming and bouncing reverb. Distant 
ORTF

lonely soft metal clanks, meditative, dreamy 01:07.151

35 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Large-Clapper rolling Abrupt bursts Active 
x9_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball large 14 cm clapper rolling rattling inside in abrupt bursts, 9 takes. Close Up 
XY

metal ball rolling in short jerks in a wide empty 
space

00:35.456

36 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Large-Clapper rolling Abrupt bursts Active 
x9_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball large 14 cm clapper rolling rattling inside in abrupt bursts, 9 takes. Field 
acoustics with exploding early reflections and reverb. Distant ORTF

metal ball rolling in short jerks in a wide empty 
space

00:35.455

37 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Large-Clapper rolling Oscillating 
Active_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball large 14 cm clapper rolling rattling inside active with oscillating intensity. 
Close Up XY

metal ball rolling around in circles in a wide empty 
space, orbit

00:51.920

38 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Large-Clapper rolling Oscillating 
Active_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball large 14 cm clapper rolling rattling inside active with oscillating intensity. 
Field acoustics with singing vibrating reverb. Distant ORTF

metal ball rolling around in circles in a wide empty 
space, orbit

00:51.920

39 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Large-Rattling Active Jumping manner 
x9_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball large 14 cm rattling ringing in active bursts mimicking an animal jumping, 9 
takes. Close Up XY

metal ball jumping ringing in a wide empty space 00:36.927

40 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Large-Rattling Active Jumping manner 
x9_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball large 14 cm rattling ringing in active bursts mimicking an animal jumping, 9 
takes. Field acoustics with exploding early reflections and reverb. Distant ORTF

metal ball jumping ringing in a wide empty space 00:36.926

41 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Large-Rattling Continuous Active Running 
manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball large 14 cm rattling ringing continuous active, mimicking an animal running. 
Close Up XY

metal ball jumping bouncing rolling constantly in a 
wide empty space

00:48.799

42 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Large-Rattling Continuous Active Running 
manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball large 14 cm rattling ringing continuous active, mimicking an animal running. 
Field acoustics with wide spacious drone reverb. Distant ORTF

metal ball jumping bouncing rolling constantly in a 
wide empty space

00:48.799

43 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Large-Rattling Damped Short Gentle 
x9_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball large 14 cm rattling damped gentle in short bursts, 9 takes. Close Up XY metal ball bouncing, shaky balance 00:34.768

44 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Large-Rattling Damped Short Gentle 
x9_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball large 14 cm rattling damped gentle in short bursts, 9 takes. Field acoustics 
with bouncing reverb. Distant ORTF

metal ball bouncing, shaky balance 00:34.764

45 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Large-Rattling Resonant Continuous Clapper rolling 
Gentle Walking manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball large 14 cm rattling resonant gentle continuous with clapper rolling inside, 
mimicking an animal walking. Close Up XY

metal ball rolling reverberant 00:45.834



46 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Large-Rattling Resonant Continuous Clapper rolling 
Gentle Walking manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball large 14 cm rattling resonant gentle continuous with clapper rolling inside, 
mimicking an animal walking. Field acoustics with wandering otherworldly reverb. Distant 
ORTF

metal ball rolling reverberant 00:45.829

47 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Large-Rattling Resonant Short Gentle 
x13_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball large 14 cm rattling resonant gentle in short bursts, 13 takes. Close Up XY metal ball, ethereal, otherwordly, shaky balance 00:57.344

48 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Large-Rattling Resonant Short Gentle 
x13_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball large 14 cm rattling resonant gentle in short bursts, 13 takes. Field acoustics 
with wandering otherworldly reverb. Distant ORTF

metal ball, ethereal, otherwordly, shaky balance 00:57.340

49 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Medium-Clapper rolling Bouncing Crisp Gentle 
x9_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball medium 8 cm clapper rolling inside rattling crisp bouncing gentle, 9 takes. 
Close Up XY

metal ball light, ethereal, airy, bouncing in space 00:45.365

50 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Medium-Clapper rolling Bouncing Crisp Gentle 
x9_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball medium 8 cm clapper rolling inside rattling crisp bouncing gentle, 9 takes. 
Field acoustics with airy ethereal reverb. Distant ORTF

metal ball light, ethereal, airy, bouncing in space 00:45.362

51 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Medium-Clapper rolling Crisp Gentle 
x8_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball medium 8 cm clapper rolling inside rattling crisp gentle in short bursts, 8 
takes. Close Up XY

metal ball light, ethereal, airy, rolling short jerks in 
reverberant space

00:25.002

52 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Medium-Clapper rolling Crisp Gentle 
x8_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball medium 8 cm clapper rolling inside rattling crisp gentle in short bursts, 8 
takes. Field acoustics with airy ethereal reverb. Distant ORTF

metal ball light, ethereal, airy, rolling short jerks in 
reverberant space

00:25.001

53 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Medium-Clapper rolling Damped Gentle 
x15_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball medium 8 cm clapper rolling inside rattling damped gentle in short bursts, 15 
takes. Close Up XY

metal ball light, ethereal, airy, rolling short jerks in 
reverberant space

00:40.159

54 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Medium-Clapper rolling Damped Gentle 
x15_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball medium 8 cm clapper rolling inside rattling damped gentle in short bursts, 15 
takes. Field acoustics with airy ethereal reverb. Distant ORTF

metal ball light, ethereal, airy, rolling short jerks in 
reverberant space

00:40.158

55 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Medium-Clapper rolling Ringing Continuous 
Oscillating_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball medium 8 cm clapper rolling inside rattling ringing continuous oscillating. 
Close Up XY

metal ball light, ethereal, airy, oscillating in 
reverberant space

00:52.922

56 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Medium-Clapper rolling Ringing Continuous 
Oscillating_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball medium 8 cm clapper rolling inside rattling ringing continuous oscillating. 
Field acoustics with airy ethereal reverb. Distant ORTF

metal ball light, ethereal, airy, oscillating in 
reverberant space

00:52.922

57 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Medium-Rattling Active Jumping manner 
x9_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball medium 8 cm rattling ringing in active bursts mimicking an animal jumping, 
9 takes. Close Up XY

metal ball light, ethereal, airy, rolling short jerks in 
reverberant space

00:38.597

58 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Medium-Rattling Active Jumping manner 
x9_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball medium 8 cm rattling ringing in active bursts mimicking an animal jumping, 
9 takes. Field acoustics with airy exploding pulsing reverb. Distant ORTF

metal ball light, ethereal, airy, rolling short jerks in 
reverberant space

00:38.596

59 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Medium-Rattling Continuous Active Running 
manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball medium 8 cm rattling ringing crisp continuous active, mimicking an animal 
running. Close Up XY

metal ball light, crisp, jumping in a wide reverberant 
space

00:49.584

60 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Medium-Rattling Continuous Active Running 
manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball medium 8 cm rattling ringing crisp continuous active, mimicking an animal 
running. Field acoustics with wide pulsing reverb. Distant ORTF

metal ball light, crisp, jumping in a wide reverberant 
space

00:49.581

61 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Medium-Rattling Continuous Walking 
manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball medium 8 cm rattling damped continuous, mimicking an animal walking. 
Close Up XY

metal ball light, crisp, bouncing in a wide 
reverberant space

00:37.274

62 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Medium-Rattling Continuous Walking 
manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball medium 8 cm rattling damped continuous, mimicking an animal walking. 
Field acoustics with wide sparkling reverb. Distant ORTF

metal ball light, crisp, bouncing in a wide 
reverberant space

00:37.269

63 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Small-Clapper rolling Continuous Damped 
Gentle_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball small 6 cm clapper rolling inside damped continuous gentle. Close Up XY metal or stone ball light, damped, rolling in a wide 
reverberant space

00:43.258

64 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Small-Clapper rolling Continuous Damped 
Gentle_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball small 6 cm clapper rolling inside damped continuous gentle. Field acoustics 
with breathy whispering reverb. Distant ORTF

metal or stone ball light, damped, rolling in a wide 
reverberant space, mystic airy whispering pulsing 
drone

00:43.253

65 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Small-Clapper rolling Damped Gentle 
x19_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball small 6 cm clapper rolling inside damped gentle in short bursts, 19 takes. 
Close Up XY

metal or stone ball light, bouncing in a wide 
reverberant space

00:59.679

66 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Small-Clapper rolling Damped Gentle 
x19_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball small 6 cm clapper rolling inside damped gentle in short bursts, 19 takes. 
Field acoustics with breathy whispering reverb. Distant ORTF

metal or stone ball light, bouncing in a wide 
reverberant space, mystic airy drone whooshes with 
pulsing sustain tails

00:59.676

67 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Small-Clapper rolling rattling Bouncing Crisp 
x9_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball small 6 cm clapper rolling rattling inside crisp bouncing in short bursts, 9 
takes. Close Up XY

metal or stone ball light, jumping bouncing rolling in 
a wide reverberant space

00:50.341

68 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Small-Clapper rolling rattling Bouncing Crisp 
x9_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball small 6 cm clapper rolling rattling inside crisp bouncing in short bursts, 9 
takes. Field acoustics with airy wandering reverb. Distant ORTF

metal or stone ball light, jumping bouncing rolling in 
a wide reverberant space

00:50.337

69 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Small-Clapper rolling rattling Crisp Gentle 
x9_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball small 6 cm clapper rolling rattling inside crisp in short gentle bursts, 9 takes. 
Close Up XY

metal or stone ball light bouncing rolling in a wide 
reverberant space

00:31.103



70 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Small-Clapper rolling rattling Crisp Gentle 
x9_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball small 6 cm clapper rolling rattling inside crisp in short gentle bursts, 9 takes. 
Field acoustics with airy wandering reverb. Distant ORTF

metal or stone ball light bouncing rolling in a wide 
reverberant space

00:31.099

71 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Small-Rattling Damped Active Jumping manner 
x8_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball small 6 cm rattling damped in active bursts mimicking an animal jumping, 8 
takes. Close Up XY

metal or stone ball light jumping bouncing rolling in 
a wide reverberant space

00:20.693

72 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Small-Rattling Damped Active Jumping manner 
x8_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball small 6 cm rattling damped in active bursts mimicking an animal jumping, 8 
takes. Field acoustics with airy wandering reverb. Distant ORTF

metal or stone ball light jumping bouncing rolling in 
a wide reverberant space

00:20.691

73 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Small-Rattling Damped Active Sporadic 
movement manner x5_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball small 6 cm rattling damped in irregular short sequences, mimicking an 
animal moving sporadically, 5 takes. Close Up XY

metal or stone ball light jumping bouncing rolling in 
a wide reverberant space

00:29.088

74 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Small-Rattling Damped Active Sporadic 
movement manner x5_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball small 6 cm rattling damped in irregular short sequences, mimicking an 
animal moving sporadically, 5 takes. Field acoustics with airy pulsing reverb. Distant ORTF

metal or stone ball light jumping bouncing rolling in 
a wide reverberant space

00:29.085

75 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Small-Rattling Damped Continuous Active Running 
manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball small 6 cm rattling damped continuous active, mimicking an animal running. 
Close Up XY

metal or stone ball light jumping bouncing pulsind in 
a wide reverberant space

00:34.181

76 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Small-Rattling Damped Continuous Active Running 
manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball small 6 cm rattling damped continuous active, mimicking an animal running. 
Field acoustics with airy pulsing reverb. Distant ORTF

metal or stone ball light jumping bouncing pulsind in 
a wide reverberant space

00:34.178

77 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Small-Rattling Damped Continuous Walking 
manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bell ball small 6 cm rattling damped continuous, mimicking an animal walking. Close 
Up XY

metal or stone ball light rolling oscillating in a wide 
reverberant space

00:36.778

78 BELLAnml_Crotal Bell Ball Small-Rattling Damped Continuous Walking 
manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bell ball small 6 cm rattling damped continuous, mimicking an animal walking. Field 
acoustics with airy pulsing reverb. Distant ORTF

metal or stone ball light rolling oscillating in a wide 
reverberant space

00:36.774

79 BELLAnml_Crotal Bells Balls Small Pair-Rattling Continuous Active Running 
manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bells balls small pair 4 cm rattling continuous active, mimicking an animal running. 
Close Up XY

light metal objects rattling ringing continuously in a 
wide reverberant space, jingle bells, Christmas bells

01:06.986

80 BELLAnml_Crotal Bells Balls Small Pair-Rattling Continuous Active Running 
manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bells balls small pair 4 cm rattling continuous active, mimicking an animal running. 
Field acoustics with airy bouncing reverb. Distant ORTF

light metal objects rattling ringing continuously in a 
wide reverberant space, jingle bells, Christmas bells

01:06.984

81 BELLAnml_Crotal Bells Balls Small Pair-Rattling Continuous Walking 
manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bells balls small pair 4 cm rattling crisp continuous, mimicking an animal walking. 
Close Up XY

light metal objects rattling ringing continuously in a 
wide reverberant space, jingle bells, Christmas bells, 
crystal bells

01:31.397

82 BELLAnml_Crotal Bells Balls Small Pair-Rattling Continuous Walking 
manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bells balls small pair 4 cm rattling crisp continuous, mimicking an animal walking. 
Field acoustics with airy sparkling reverb. Distant ORTF

light metal objects rattling ringing continuously in a 
wide reverberant space, jingle bells, Christmas bells, 
crystal bells

01:31.395

83 BELLAnml_Crotal Bells Balls Small Pair-Rattling Crisp Active Jumping manner 
x15_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bells balls small pair 4 cm rattling crisp in active bursts mimicking an animal jumping, 
15 takes. Close Up XY

light metal objects rattling ringing in a wide 
reverberant space, keys rattling, jingle bells

00:54.426

84 BELLAnml_Crotal Bells Balls Small Pair-Rattling Crisp Active Jumping manner 
x15_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bells balls small pair 4 cm rattling crisp in active bursts mimicking an animal jumping, 
15 takes. Field acoustics with airy sparkling reverb. Distant ORTF

light metal objects rattling ringing in a wide 
reverberant space, keys rattling, jingle bells

00:54.425

85 BELLAnml_Crotal Bells Balls Small Pair-Rattling Short sequences Gentle 
x18_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bells balls small pair 4 cm rattling crisp gentle in short sequences, 18 takes. Close Up 
XY

light metal objects rattling ringing gentle bursts in a 
wide reverberant space, crystal bells, wind chimes

00:56.709

86 BELLAnml_Crotal Bells Balls Small Pair-Rattling Short sequences Gentle 
x18_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bells balls small pair 4 cm rattling crisp gentle in short sequences, 18 takes. Field 
acoustics with airy shimmering sparkling reverb. Distant ORTF

light metal objects rattling ringing gentle bursts in a 
wide reverberant space, crystal bells, wind chimes

00:56.706

87 BELLAnml_Crotal Bells Balls Small Pair-Rattling Sporadic movement manner 
x7_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bells balls small pair 4 cm rattling crisp in irregular short sequences, mimicking an 
animal moving sporadically, 7 takes. Close Up XY

light metal objects rattling ringing bursts in a wide 
reverberant space, jingle bells, Christmas bells, 
crystal bells, wind chimes

00:54.095

88 BELLAnml_Crotal Bells Balls Small Pair-Rattling Sporadic movement manner 
x7_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bells balls small pair 4 cm rattling crisp in irregular short sequences, mimicking an 
animal moving sporadically, 7 takes. Field acoustics with airy shimmering sparkling 
reverb. Distant ORTF

light metal objects rattling ringing bursts in a wide 
reverberant space, jingle bells, Christmas bells, 
crystal bells, wind chimes

00:54.094

89 BELLAnml_Crotal Bells Balls Small Three-Rattling Crisp Rich Active Jumping 
manner x7_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bells balls small three (pair 4 cm and one 6cm) rattling crisp rich in active bursts 
mimicking an animal jumping, 7 takes. Close Up XY

light metal objects rattling ringing bursts in a wide 
reverberant space, jingle bells, Christmas bells, 
crystal bells, wind chimes

00:27.509



90 BELLAnml_Crotal Bells Balls Small Three-Rattling Crisp Rich Active Jumping 
manner x7_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bells balls small three (pair 4 cm and one 6cm) rattling crisp rich in active bursts 
mimicking an animal jumping, 7 takes. Field acoustics with wide exploding reverb. Distant 
ORTF

light metal objects rattling ringing bursts in a wide 
reverberant space, jingle bells, Christmas bells, 
crystal bells, wind chimes

00:27.504

91 BELLAnml_Crotal Bells Balls Small Three-Rattling Crisp Rich Continuous 
Active Running manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bells balls small three (pair 4 cm and one 6cm) rattling crisp rich continuous active, 
mimicking an animal running. Close Up XY

light metal objects rattling ringing bursts in a wide 
reverberant space, jingle bells, Christmas bells, 
crystal bells, wind chimes

01:28.805

92 BELLAnml_Crotal Bells Balls Small Three-Rattling Crisp Rich Continuous 
Active Running manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bells balls small three (pair 4 cm and one 6cm) rattling crisp rich continuous active, 
mimicking an animal running. Field acoustics with wide bouncing reverb. Distant ORTF

light metal objects rattling ringing bursts in a wide 
reverberant space, jingle bells, Christmas bells, 
crystal bells, wind chimes

01:28.801

93 BELLAnml_Crotal Bells Balls Small Three-Rattling Crisp Rich Continuous 
Walking manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bells balls small three (pair 4 cm and one 6cm) rattling crisp rich continuous, 
mimicking an animal walking. Close Up XY

light metal objects rattling ringing bursts in a wide 
reverberant space, jingle bells, Christmas bells, 
crystal bells, wind chimes

00:50.517

94 BELLAnml_Crotal Bells Balls Small Three-Rattling Crisp Rich Continuous 
Walking manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bells balls small three (pair 4 cm and one 6cm) rattling crisp rich continuous, 
mimicking an animal walking. Field acoustics with wide bouncing reverb. Distant ORTF

light metal objects rattling ringing bursts in a wide 
reverberant space, jingle bells, Christmas bells, 
crystal bells, wind chimes

00:50.515

95 BELLAnml_Crotal Bells Balls Small Three-Rattling Sporadic movement 
manner x6_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Crotal bells balls small three (pair 4 cm and one 6cm) rattling crisp rich in irregular short 
sequences, mimicking an animal moving sporadically, 6 takes. Close Up XY

light metal objects rattling ringing bursts in a wide 
reverberant space, jingle bells, Christmas bells, 
crystal bells, wind chimes, wind in glass ice forest

00:34.410

96 BELLAnml_Crotal Bells Balls Small Three-Rattling Sporadic movement 
manner x6_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Crotal bells balls small three (pair 4 cm and one 6cm) rattling crisp rich in irregular short 
sequences, mimicking an animal moving sporadically, 6 takes. Field acoustics with wide 
exploding reverb. Distant ORTF

light metal objects rattling ringing bursts in a wide 
reverberant space, jingle bells, Christmas bells, 
crystal bells, wind chimes, wind in glass ice forest

00:34.407

97 BELLAnml_Horse Bell Die Cast Small-Ringing Brittle Active Jumping manner 
x5_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Horse bell die cast small 4cm ringing brittle in active bursts mimicking an animal jumping, 5 
takes. Close Up XY

crisp, high pitched, thin, jingle bells 00:20.431

98 BELLAnml_Horse Bell Die Cast Small-Ringing Brittle Active Jumping manner 
x5_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Horse bell die cast small 4cm ringing brittle in active bursts mimicking an animal jumping, 5 
takes. Field acoustics with wide early reflections. Distant ORTF

crisp, high pitched, thin, jingle bells 00:20.431

99 BELLAnml_Horse Bell Die Cast Small-Ringing Brittle Continuous Active 
Running manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Horse bell die cast small 4cm ringing brittle continuous active, mimicking an animal 
running. Close Up XY

crisp, high pitched, thin, jingle bells 01:02.218

100 BELLAnml_Horse Bell Die Cast Small-Ringing Brittle Continuous Active 
Running manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Horse bell die cast small 4cm ringing brittle continuous active, mimicking an animal 
running. Field acoustics with wide early reflections. Distant ORTF

crisp, high pitched, thin, jingle bells 01:02.218

101 BELLAnml_Horse Bell Die Cast Small-Ringing Brittle Continuous Walking 
manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Horse bell die cast small 4cm ringing brittle continuous, mimicking an animal walking. 
Close Up XY

crisp, high pitched, thin, jingle bells 01:13.552

102 BELLAnml_Horse Bell Die Cast Small-Ringing Brittle Continuous Walking 
manner_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Horse bell die cast small 4cm ringing brittle continuous, mimicking an animal walking. Field 
acoustics with wide early reflections. Distant ORTF

crisp, high pitched, thin, jingle bells 01:13.551

103 BELLAnml_Horse Bell Die Cast Small-Ringing Brittle Single and double Gentle 
x20_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Horse bell die cast small 4cm ringing gentle in single and double strokes, brittle with pulsing 
sustain, 20 takes. Close Up XY

crisp, high pitched, thin, crystal, pure, chime 01:31.818

104 BELLAnml_Horse Bell Die Cast Small-Ringing Brittle Single and double Gentle 
x20_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Horse bell die cast small 4cm ringing gentle in single and double strokes, brittle with pulsing 
sustain, 20 takes. Field acoustics with wide blooming reverb. Distant ORTF

crisp, high pitched, thin, crystal, pure, chime 01:31.816

105 BELLAnml_Horse Bell Die Cast Small-Ringing Brittle Sporadic movement 
manner x10_LARX_CWBLOST_Close Up XY.wav

Horse bell die cast small 4cm ringing brittle in irregular short sequences, mimicking an 
animal moving sporadically, 10 takes. Close Up XY

crisp, high pitched, thin 00:50.880

106 BELLAnml_Horse Bell Die Cast Small-Ringing Brittle Sporadic movement 
manner x10_LARX_CWBLOST_Distant ORTF.wav

Horse bell die cast small 4cm ringing brittle in irregular short sequences, mimicking an 
animal moving sporadically, 10 takes. Field acoustics with wide early reflections. Distant 
ORTF

crisp, high pitched, thin 00:50.879


